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Abstract
Over the past years online social networks have become a major target for marketing
strategies, generating a need for methods to efficiently spread information through these
networks. Close knit communities have developed on these platforms through groups of
users connecting with like minded individuals. In this thesis we use data pulled from
Twitter’s API and from simulations designed to mirror the Twitter network to pursue an
in depth analysis of the network structure and influence of these communities. Through
this analysis we draw several conclusions. First, the influence of users in these communities
is correlated to the total number of followers in their neighborhood. Second, influential
communities tend to be more tightly clustered than other areas of the network. Using
these observations, we develop an algorithm to detect influential communities in Twitter
and show that correctly prioritizing connections yields significant gains in message visibility.
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Efficient spread of information in social networks is a crucial component to many areas of
industry and has been the subject of much interest in the past decade [6]. As social networks
such as Facebook and Twitter increased in popularity they created platforms for entities to
spread their messages by reaching many users. Research, driven by a desire to understand
the factors that effect the spread of messages and how social networks can be leveraged
to influence consumers, has proven invaluable in marketing [22], executing information
campaigns [20], and cultivating relationships with consumers [37]. A significant portion of
this research is directed towards identifying influential users and their characteristics.
Extensive research exists detailing different measures of user influence in social networks
graphs [63, 59]. Two of the most frequently used measures in the analysis of traditional
social graphs are degree and closeness. Degree represents the number of direct connections
a vertex has while closeness measures the sum of the shortest paths from a vertex to the
rest of the graph. Other tools such as Eigenvector Centrality [12] and betweenness [25, 15]
are effective measurements to understand the structure of networks. Individually, these
methods are applicable to measuring the structure of online social networks but fail to
capture many of their characteristics.
Past work in Twitter focused on topics such as determining key influential users [17],
optimal content for spreading messages [16], and user motivation for increasing message
visibility [45]. While these methods show success [66, 8] it is acknowledged that they do not
fully encompass the complexities of the topic [57]. We believe that a component missing
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from the current literature is an applied analysis on the effect Twitter’s network structure
has on the influence that communities exert on the network around them.
In this thesis we combine both real world and simulation data to identify correlations
between the properties of well clustered groups of users and the influence they exert on
message propagation. Through our investigation we have developed an algorithm that can
be used to predict the relative influence of groups within a social network and provide
recommendations on what areas of the network to target in order to spread information
efficiently.
1.1 Twitter
Within the past decade Twitter has become one one the most prominent online social
networking services. Twitter allows users to publish short 140 character messages, called
tweets. In addition to text, tweets can include hashtags to mark them as belonging to a
specific topic and mentions to tag specific users. Users can elect to subscribe to other users
to receive updates from them such as the messages they publish. The Twitter network can
be described as a directed graph where vertices represent individual users and the edges
between them their relationships. An edge is formed when one user chooses to subscribe
to another, and information can only flow through the graph by following the direction of
each edge. If user A subscribes to user B then A becomes a follower of B and B a followee
of A, allowing information to flow from B to A. For the purposes of this paper we define
the in-degree and out-degree of each user to represent the number of people they follow
and their followers respectively. The mutual degree of a node is the number of users they
follow who also follow them back. This type of relationship allows information to flow
bidirectionally between users.
A user’s homepage displays messages published, in real time, from everyone they are
subscribed to. Users have the choice to comment on, like, or retweet any tweet displayed
on their homepage. All of these actions will send a notification to their followers, so each
action contributes to the propagation of the message in varying degrees. Comments and
likes allow users to reply to a message or indicate support for it, but they are not the
primary force behind message propagation in Twitter. When a user retweets a message,
it is sent to all of their followers who then also have the ability to perform the same three
actions. Retweeting differs from both other actions because its sole purpose is to share
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a message. Even though likes and comments spread the message to a user’s followers,
retweeting has become the primary method of message propagation within Twitter.
Prior to the development of Twitter’s retweet system users would copy and paste tweets
they wanted to share and tag them with RT, for retweet, or add a mention to the original
author. This caused issues when attempting to retweet messages that were at, or close to,
the 140 character limit allowed by Twitter. Due to this size restriction large tweets needed
to be altered by removing content so that the tags would fit. In some cases users would
simply not retweet anything that would require editing [14]. After the official adoption of
retweeting users were able to share any tweet they found interesting with the simple click
of a button regardless of the message size.
Even small numbers of retweets can have a large effect on tweet visibility. Kwak, et al.
concluded messages retweeted even a single time reach on average 1000 users, regardless of
the number of followers of the initial author [34]. Twitter users have on average 20 followers
[44], indicating that the Twitter network has naturally evolved to a state where retweeting
has become the predominant method for information dissemination. Since commenting
is less significant in message propagation and it is not possible to obtain information on
who liked a tweet, focusing on retweets is the most reliable method to measure how widely
visible a message has become. Researchers measure influence of users by how likely they
are to be retweeted and use this information to define relationships between characteristics
of users, their tweets, and the influence they exert [16, 66, 4].
1.2 Motivation for Twitter Analysis
With almost 350 million users and 500 million tweets sent daily the Twitter network is
one of the the largest and most active online social networks in existence [62, 54]. This
scope makes Twitter an attractive opportunity for entities that benefit from spreading
information quickly and widely. For example, many companies leverage Twitter to directly
connect them to their target consumers for advertising and increasing visibility. Market
need has driven research to evaluate which factors contribute to influence within Twitter
and how these factors can be quantified.
Twitter has gained significant traction in the commercial advertising business [49, 19],
despite many individuals reporting feelings of disinterest and annoyance in response to
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online advertisements [51]. According to Twitter’s 2017 year end report they earned more
than $2 billion in advertising revenue [61] in that year alone. A portion of this revenue
was obtained from companies using their own Twitter accounts to forge relationships with
their consumers in an effort to influence them on a personal level. When a user follows
a company they demonstrate a loyalty or fondness for the products that they subscribed
to. In turn, this loyalty typically makes them more receptive to advertisements and more
open to spreading positive messages [6]. These methods have proven effective in generating
exposure [55] which has encouraged researchers to focus on developing more effective means
of social media advertising by striving to understand the causes of influence within a
network and identify features common among tweets with the highest visibility.
In addition to commercial uses many other groups and organizations have demonstrated
an active interest in spreading messages via Twitter. Politically motivated messaging is
a highly visible example. While much of the information on Twitter is accurate, the
social media platform been used for disinformation campaigns. The rampant spread of
misinformation during the United States 2016 election, often dubbed “fake news”, was
also a motivating factor for selecting this thesis topic [3]. The fact that communities have
a significant impact on message propagation creates the potential for false narratives to
spread through influential communities and infect other parts of the network. We wished
to understand the methods by which these communities influence the surrounding network
and their role in the spread of “fake news”.
1.3 Related Literature
1.3.1 Influence
When determining influence within a network it is vital to understand the method by which
information flows through that network. There are several categorizations of information
dispersal, one of the most prominent is the one-step vs two-step classification [36]. The one-
step method involves messages being directly broadcast to the intended audience. Media
such as a newspaper or televised news programs feature a one-step system as they reach
a wide audience and once seen are not generally propagated much further. The one-step
method works well to reach a large base but suffers when trying to expand past the initial
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step. These types of media are mainly consumed by those who already believe in the
message being spread [46, 56].
Figure 1.1: One-Step versus Two-Step method. T represents members of the target audi-
ence, L represents a community leader.
The two-step system was initially proposed in 1944 [36], and further developed in 1955
[32], by Katz and Lazarsfeld. In this system messages are not brought directly to everyone
in the intended audience, but to a vocal subset who then disseminate the information
among the groups they exert influence over. Figure 1.1 illustrates the differences between
the one-step and two-step methodologies. Political rallies, for example, are considered to
employ two-step propagation as people who attend are often opinion leaders within their
communities. Research has shown evidence of the two-step system being highly applicable
in real world scenarios. Norris and Curtice demonstrated that the internet was widely used
for instigating two-step communications during a British election held in 2005 [47]. In their
paper they argued that an increasing number of people were using two-step communications
as they turned away from newspapers and news programs in favor of the internet as their
primary source for information. While much of the statistics used to justify their claims are
based on data exclusively from Britain, the decline of traditional news sources is evident
in other nations such as the USA as reported by the Newspaper Association of America
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(NAA) [50]. More recently, in 2011 Tamara Small conducted similar research into two-
step communications in Canadian politics [53]. Her work detailed that people use political
hashtags for spreading information collected from other areas of the internet.
Not all researchers agree that the rise of the internet as a medium for information
exchange will lead to the formation of new two-step systems [9]. As news organizations,
including those online, have become increasingly selective in their news reporting they have
alienated users who hold opinions that differ from those being reported. This, combined
with consumers possessing a disposition to seek out information they agree with [28],
creates a system in which opinion leaders do not hold significantly different ideals than
those in their communities. Evidence that people tend to seek relationships with like-
minded individuals strengthens this hypothesis [7]. In this scenario new opinions do not
often diffuse through communities as any opinion introduced is likely already held by
the majority. Though it is difficult for contrary beliefs to propagate, it is common for
messages that are aligned with the opinions of the majority to spread easily through these
communities. These messages may even spread more efficiently than they would in a diverse
community as they would be less likely to encounter resistance from users who disagre with
them.
Since the main method of message propagation within the Twitter network is retweets,
the network primarily leverages the two-step ideology. Retweets allow Twitter to excel at
spreading information through active community members. The life cycle of a message does
not end after the initial tweet but can be extended indefinitely as it is seen and shared by
new users. This fashion of message propagation perfectly demonstrates information being
distributed predominantly not by the initial source, but by people with whom the message
resonates and therefore desire to share it. Understanding information diffusion in social
networks is difficult due to the complexity of member relationships [64]. These difficulties
inspired researchers to quantify characteristics of opinion leaders [52] and to determine
what characteristics affect influence within social networks.
1.3.2 Twitter Influence Models
Access to the vast amounts of data created through the use of Twitter has enabled re-
searchers to search for a more quantifiable definition of influence within the network. For
example, Gilbert and Karahalios [26] mapped social activity to determine the strength of
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connections between users. Research into influence on Twitter generally centers on ana-
lyzing the characteristics of users [26] or of the content of their tweets [16]. Through these
types of models researchers have been able to provide rough predictions on how likely a
user or tweet is to be retweeted.
User Influence
The premise of user based influence models is that there are measurable differences between
users that are more likely to have their messages retweeted versus users that are more often
ignored. These differences can lie in the way users are placed in the network, how they
interact with the network, or who the user is outside of the network. Karthik Subbian
and Prem Melville ranked users based on key metrics, including number of followers and
past retweets, to determine how influential a user is [57]. Their findings indicate that the
main contributing factors to influence within Twitter are number of: followers, distinct
past retweets, and people mentioned by or mentioning the user. It is expected that the
number of followers a user has (out-degree of a node) should influence the likelihood a
user is retweeted as large numbers of followers simply creates a larger initial exposure for
any tweet. However, it is noteworthy that the number of followers provides the weakest
predictor of influence as compared to the rest of the variables mentioned. Subbian and
Melville determined the strongest predictor of influence to be the number of times a user
had been retweeted in the past, implying that the best way to be influential in the Twitter
network is to have previously been influential.
Meeyoung Cha et al. took an additional step by determining influence on individual
topics [16]. Looking into which users were retweeted and mentioned during a time when
three different topics were popular areas of discussion on Twitter (specifically Iran, the
H1N1 outbreak, and the death of Michael Jackson) they were able to compute the influ-
ence of users on each topic. They found that the top users were able to maintain their
disproportionately large influence across a variety of topics. Similarly to Subbian and
Melville they also determine that a user’s follower count only shares a weak positive cor-
relation with how much influence they have over the network. Cha et al. concluded that
influence is almost never gained suddenly, but is slowly built through great effort and over
a long period of time.
A common drawback of user based models is that they do not provide any conclusions
on how influence is gained. Both papers discussed here demonstrate that the best metric
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to measure a user’s influence is their previous influence but are unable to provide definite
reasoning as to how it was initially gained.
Content Driven
In addition to the properties of users within the Twitter network, the content of their tweets
has also proven to be a reliable source of predicting how far messages will propagate. Con-
tent driven analysis of tweets has recently attained popularity; Suh, et al. found that
URLs and hashtags contribute to retweetability [58]. Their work stems from the efforts of
Zarrella who demonstrated that a significantly larger proportion of retweets contain URL’s
than non-retweeted messages [67]. Zarralla’s content analysis also determined which words
were the most likely to be retweeted and the reading grade level used in the retweets. He
found that retweets generally have more syllables per word, more punctuation, and use
more uncommon words than compared to their non-retweeted counterparts. Suh confirms
and builds upon Zarrella’s findings by examining metrics such as hashtags and URL do-
main. Suh’s work indicates a strong correlation between URL domains and retweet rates.
Tweets containing specific news sites such as The Onion and the New York Times received
more retweets than those with links to Google News and Yahoo News. Content analysis
compliments models based on the properties of users by providing suggestions on message
content to non-influential users that may increase the visibility of their messages.
A combination of user and content driven models provides a solid basis upon which
to predict the extent a tweet will propagate within Twitter. However, neither user nor
content based models are able to provide an explanation as to how influence is gained or
provide meaningful steps that users can take to become more influential. Our research
shows characteristics that users can leverage and provides a model of group based influ-
ence that, when used in conjunction with the discussed methods, details a more complete
understanding of message propagation within Twitter.
1.3.3 Network Centered Influence
Determining influence from a purely network based standpoint has long been a topic of
research. There are many different metrics for measuring how central any node is in a given
network, each metric providing a slightly different perspective of influence. In this thesis
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we focus on Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force as they both determine a node’s
influence based on that of its neighbors, making these measures well suited for detecting
groups of important nodes.
Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force are specially suited to measure influence or
opinion diffusion as they assume that a node affects all of its neighbors both uniformly and
simultaneously [13]. While the relationships on Twitter are not truly uniform, connection
strengths (i.e. edge weightings) do not inherently exist within its network. Any weightings
are due to outside influences such as real world friendships or name recognition. Eigenvector
Centrality and Expected Force are therefore well equipped for developing an understanding
of influence based purely on Twitter’s network structure.
Eigenvector Centrality
Node 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Eigencentrality 0.480 0.381 0.600 0.196 0.327 0.381 0.301 0.105
Expected Force 1.345 0.731 4.599 0.350 1.647 0.731 0.765 0.346
Table 1.1: Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force for a sample graph (above). Node
2 is clearly central to most of the network and this is reflected by its high relative values
in both metrics.
The idea that a node’s influence is relative to that of its neighbors has been applied in
many fields through Eigenvector Centrality [11, 39]. To calculate Eigenvector Centrality for
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a general graph G(V,E) we define A be its corresponding adjacency matrix where Ai,j = 1
if vi is neighboring vj and Ai,j = 0 otherwise. A node’s centrality relative to the rest of the
network, c, is given by Equation 1.1 which can be rewritten as the eigenvector equation.
Since this equation has many possible solutions the requirement that the eigenvector must
be non-negative is added. The result is that only the greatest eigenvalue is able to generate
centrality values. When applied to the sample graph seen above Table 1.1 we see that node
2, which is clearly the most central, is given the highest ranking. Nodes 3 and 7 have the
lowest values as they have few direct connections, but 3 is significantly higher since it is








The Expected Force of a vertex v represents the influence that vertex exerts if it transmits
a message. This is calculated by first enumerating all of the possible paths for a specified
number of transmissions (n), generally n = 2. We could increase the value of n, but
this usually yields little additional information [35]. In our sample network if v = 7 and
n = 2 we would obtain the sets S = {[7, 4, 2] , [7, 4, 6]}. We then define d as the number of
outgoing edges between sets in S and the rest of the network, in this case d = {6, 2}. The
Expected Force of vi can be approximated by the entropy of d or




Applying this equation to our sample network we see that Expected Force and centrality
closely agree on the relative importance of the vertices. Node 2 is still dominant while nodes
3 and 7 are the weakest. For this measure however, we see that the values of 3 and 7 are
nearly identical. This similarity is likely due to vertices 3 and 7 being fewer than n hops
away from the central hub, 2. If we were to expand this network to include a vertex between
2 and 4 we would see a significant drop in the force of 7 as it would not be able to reach
node 2 at n = 2.
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1.3.4 Group Mentality
In order to understand group influence we must first understand why groups exist within
Twitter. Whether social norms influence individuals to conform to a group mentality [23]
or because people tend to be friends with others who hold similar beliefs [18, 41], groupings
of like minded individuals exist both in real life and within social networks. Java et al. ex-
plored the existence of these groups, or cliques, within Twitter [29] and determined via the
Clique Percolation Method (CPM, discussed below) that many overlapping communities
exist where members share a common interest. An investigation of key words in tweets that
propagate through these communities revealed that connected groups generally discussed
similar topics. For example, Java et al. recorded a cluster of several groups that center
around the discussion of technology. Each community is distinctly separate from one an-
other, but share a common connection to the tech geek blogger, Scobleizer. While these
communities have similar interests a combined analysis of the network structure and the
distribution of words used demonstrated that each fills its own niche within the overarching
topic of technology.
Java et al. also proposed that users join networks such as Twitter for one of three
reasons: to obtain information, to spread information, or to build/maintain a friend base.
More importantly they also concluded that people seek to be connected to others with
similar intentions. That is, the cliques mentioned earlier are likely to be formed by groups
of people who mainly fall into one of the three mentioned categories which implies that
well clustered communities exist in the Twitter network that primarily wish to spread
information.
1.3.5 Clique Identification
Cliques within a network are defined as a subgraph where every two distinct vertices
are adjacent. They are generally categorized as maximal, indicating that they cannot
be extended to include any neighbors of the current subgraph, or as k-cliques, which are
complete but limited to k members. The identification of cliques has been studied in great
detail [10, 60, 40]. The clique problem is NP-complete [31] so any exact solution will take
exponential time with respect to the number of vertices. Since most methods have long
run times any optimization is extremely useful.
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Clique Percolation Method
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the CPM where k=4. There are three communities, any nodes
contained in multiple communities are highlighted in red.
From previous discussion we know that communities exist within the Twitter network
however we have not yet discussed their underlying structure. The Clique Percolation
Method (CPM) was proposed by Palla et al. to identify well clustered communities where
not every vertex in the subgraph is adjacent [48]. When applying CPM every k-clique
contained within the network is found and then any adjacent cliques are combined. Ad-
jacency is defined as two k-cliques sharing k-1 nodes. Communities formed through these
combinations represent the maximal union of k-cliques. Figure 1.2 illustrates the result of
CPM when identifying k-cliques where k = 4 on a sample network. The nodes contained in
multiple communities are highlighted in red. Altering the value of k has significant effects
on the results of the CPM. As k decreases communities become larger to the point where
at k = 2 every connected section of the graph will be a distinct community. Increasing k
causes communities to become smaller and more disjoint until there exist no cliques large
enough to satisfy the requirements of CPM.
In Twitter these communities have two important properties: 1) a natural tendency to
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overlap and 2) a resistance to changes that happen outside of their respective subgraphs
[29]. We also know that overlapping communities tend to share similar interests and that
some of these communities exist with the desire to spread information. Combining these
ideas we begin to form a picture of how these communities could be extremely important in
the propagation of information and why they should be prioritized when trying to maximize
message visibility.
1.3.6 Bandwagon Effect
The diffusion of innovations and ideas throughout a social or professional network is pro-
pelled by a number of factors, one of which is social pressure or the bandwagon effect
[27, 21, 33]. Abrahamson and Rosenkopf explored the bandwagon effect in the diffusion of
new innovations through technical communities [2]. They divided the cause of the effect
into three main classifications: increasing returns, learning, and fads. For example, as
groups adopted an innovation that generated profits it puts increasing pressure on other
profit seeking entities to do the same. Even though Twitter is generally not used to spread
technical knowledge there are certainly parallels that can be readily drawn. We discussed
earlier that communities exist in Twitter with the express intention of seeking and spread-
ing knowledge. Twitter enables these groups to increase knowledge by spreading ideas such
as news stories and opinions [34]. Mendoza et al. reinforced the idea that many people use
Twitter as a learning platform by stating rumors are more likely to be questioned causing
them to propagate through the network differently than veritable news [42]. Since people
possess a desire to learn, new knowledge in the Twitter network can be seen as akin to
new innovations spreading through technical communities.
Additionally, Abrahamson et al. demonstrated that innovations are most commonly
adopted through a trickle-down process [1]. Members of a core cluster within a social
network are usually responsible for triggering adoption by outlying members, while the
reverse is less likely. This process directly mirrors the two-step method as the flow of
information is from community leaders to the peripheral members.
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1.4 Our Contributions
Prior research reveals that determining influence is a multi-faceted problem where any one
solution is likely to only capture a subset of the relevant features. Despite the success
of user and content based models we believe that their results indicate they are missing
an important component of identifying influence. We believe a portion of this missing
piece is community based influence. Related works have shown this to be an important
aspect of social networks yet to our knowledge it has not been applied to Twitter. It is
clear that there are clusters of like minded users within the Twitter network. The fact
that a subset of these communities actively desire to spread information indicates there is
significant reason to believe that these groups play an important role in the propagation
of information through the trickle-down process or two-step method.
Our work consists of a combined analysis of real world data and simulations designed
to emulate Twitter. Twitter data is used to validate the hypothesis that influential groups
exist and that they are able to propel messages through the network by increasing the
rate at which messages are retweeted. Unfortunately, Twitter limits the amount and com-
pleteness of information available through its Application Programming Interface (API)
making it infeasible to completely base our research on real world data. Therefore, we
generated simulations to provide an environment in which we have access to a much larger
set of complete information, and to provide reasonable computational times. Many of the
variables that the related literature focus on, such as the strength of user connections,
content of tweets, and topic specific influence were intentionally not represented in these
simulations. We demonstrated that even without these variables our simulations mirror
the characteristics of tweet propagation in the real Twitter network. Our accurate repre-
sentation implies that our model is able to capture important driving factors in message
propagation even without these variables.
With these simulations we were able to correctly identify groups of users that exert a
large impact on tweet visibility and quantify their characteristics. This data was used to





In this section we detail the methods employed in our research. We compiled data both
from the Twitter network and through simulations designed to emulate it. To obtain
our real world data we traced a set of messages retweeted between 500 and 2000 times
through Twitter and recorded the users who interacted with them. For our simulations we
generated a network of 100,000 nodes with characteristics mirroring those found in our real
world data, specifically we modeled the in/out/mutual degree and clustering of users after
the Twitter network. Through analysis of real world data and simulations we developed
a method to detect when large amounts of influence are exerted on the network and to
extract the features of nodes in these time periods. We then detailed how we use these
features to detect influential communities in new networks.
2.1 Twitter Data
2.1.1 Twitter API
All user profiles on Twitter are public by default. Users can change their visibility by
editing their security settings so their tweets are not publicly accessible. All tweets from
public profiles published within the past two weeks are available through Twitter’s API.
Any tweet older than two weeks is not accessible by the API, but may be retrieved using
third party software. Tweets can be obtained through the API by one of two methods: (1)
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by searching a stream of tweets being processed in real time or (2) through the data bank
of messages from the two week buffer. Both methods allow for query based searches on
prominent features, such as mentions and hashtags. For example, searching the real time
stream for the query “#Travel” returns any tweets containing this hashtag as the message
is published. The API endpoint returns a JSON object containing all of the available data
including: the user who tweeted, the original author of the tweet (if it is a retweet), its
contents, number of times its parent has been retweeted, etc. For reference, Figure 2.1 is
a sample of data returned from the API with the query “Trump”. Directly connecting to
the API via its endpoints is a rather unwieldy process. There are a number of libraries
created to act as an interface between software and the API. Python is supported by many
of these libraries including Python-twitter, TweetPony, and Tweepy, the package used in
our research [30, 43, 5].
Figure 2.1: Sample JSON data returned from the Twitter API.
To prevent Denial of Service attacks, intentional or otherwise, Twitter imposes an
account based rate limit for each available endpoint. While limits are necessary for the
continued existence of the API, they cause impairments in collecting large amounts of
data. The rate limits are divided into 15 minute windows and once a specific endpoint has
reached its limit it may no longer be accessed until the next window begins. For example,
the number of requests allowed when retrieving the IDs of a user’s followers is 15. Each
request returns at most 5,000 user ID’s, thus the maximum collection rate for this endpoint
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Percentile 25% 50% 75% 95% Max
In-degree 312 813 2290 6209 600K
Out-degree 186 574 1800 7473 3.6M
Table 2.1: Percentiles for the in and out degrees of our dataset.
is 75,000 ID’s per 15 minutes. Much of the collection potential is wasted since data for
multiple users cannot be obtained with the same request and most users do not have a
number of followers anywhere near the 5,000 per request limit. In practice, this constrains
us to collecting data on around 10-12 users per 15 minute window. At this rate it requires
two days of data collection to fully trace a message retweeted 2000 times.
2.1.2 Twitter Data Set
To build our real world datasets we searched the real time stream for any messages that
had been retweeted between 500 and 2000 times. Messages were located using the search
query “Trump” which ensured that the tweets generally fell into the single category of
politics. Since Trump is mentioned frequently on Twitter, our search was likely to yield
results quickly. After a set of appropriate tweets were found we compiled the retweet
history of each message as it propagated through the network within the two week buffer.
While the API does not provide the ability to search directly for retweets we were able to
use the body of the message as the search query which allowed for retweets to be identified
with a high degree of accuracy. The results of this search represent the entire history of
a single message as it traverses Twitter, including a comprehensive list of each user that
retweeted the initial message. From this data the relevant adjacency matrix of the Twitter
network was constructed by pulling the connections of each user in the list. The result was
multiple subgraphs of Twitter each representing the life cycle of an individual message as
it propagated through the network.
Our dataset was generated from 58 searches and includes approximately 45,000 users.
Table 2.1 provides statistics for the in and out degrees of the users. As mentioned earlier,
the degree naming convention we follow represents the direction of the flow of information.
The out-degree of a node is the number of followers a user has while their in-degree is the
number of users they follow.
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Detecting Influence
After establishing the subgraphs from each of our samples we performed comparisons to
previous research to validate the weak correlation between the out-degree of nodes and the
influence they exert. Influence in other works is generally defined as the probability that
a user is to be retweeted; however, due to the nature of our data every node is retweeted
so this method is not applicable. In order to leverage our data we define influence as the
impact that a group or individual has on the rate a message propagates. When users
with large influence over the network retweet we expect to see a significant increase in the
rate at which the message spreads. This measure differs from practices followed in other
research in that our method is not easily able to detect the contributions of specific nodes,
but instead identifies time periods in the life cycle of a tweet where a large influence was
exerted.
Examining the nodes that directly precede the identified instances of large influence
allows for the extraction of the features commonly found in the regions of the graph that
exert the most influence. We generated our data to identify these features by randomly
sampling pairs of windows from our message traces. When creating window pairs, we first
generated user windows U by taking a number of users nu who retweeted consecutively.
For each ui, a corresponding window ri was created to contain all users that retweet within
time tr after the last user in ui, this is illustrated in Figure 2.2. After the window selection
process was complete the maximum and log-normalized average values for the out-degree
were computed for the users of each user window. We compared the maximum and average
values using a Spearman correlation test to the rate of message propagation in ri.
Figure 2.2: Example of a window pair for nu = 5 and tr = 60 minutes. Each vertical
tick represents half an hour and each circle a node. u (green) begins at the first node and
continues to include up to the fifth. r (orange) begins immediately after the fifth node and
continues for one hour and in this case contains the next six nodes.
Log-normalization was applied to the averages since we desired to prove the existence
of groups whose degrees were larger than average but also significantly smaller than the
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largest nodes in the network. The normalization caused groups of these smaller nodes to
dominate the averages as the effect of the large outliers was almost completely removed.
When looking at the average value, adjusting nu allowed us to scale the amount to
which our results were influenced by the degree of individual users as compared to that
of groups. Increasing nu decreased the resolution at which we observed the data thus
diminishing the impact of individual nodes. The opposite is true for the analysis using the
maximum out-degree of windows since decreasing the resolution ignored all but the largest
nodes. Increasing tr allowed us to measure the duration influence persists. Through the
manipulation of these variables we were able to distinguish the impact of large singular
nodes from that of groups of smaller nodes. Based on previous research, we expected
to observe positive correlations between both the maximum and averaged values and the
retweet rate across the board as it has been well established that more people seeing a tweet
increases the chances that it propagates. Comparing the differences in the correlations
of average and maximum values allowed us to quantitatively differentiate the impact of
individuals versus groups.
2.2 Simulated Twitter
Gathering data purely from Twitter lead to limitations created by API restrictions. Fac-
tors including blocked accounts and information traveling through indirect connections
precluded obtaining the complete history of a message as it propagated through the net-
work. Our research only uses retweets to track message propagation, ignoring other factors
such as liking and commenting. While it is possible to track comments on messages with
relative efficiency there does not currently exist a method to track likes using the Twitter
API making it is nearly impossible to completely trace a tweet. Even if such an endpoint
did exist, there is no way to guarantee that the entire subgraph of every user who inter-
acted with a tweet had been retrieved. To account for these holes in Twitter based data we
generated a network which simulates Twitter and is based on the properties we observed
in our real world data. The simulations were designed to mirror the network structure and
tweet propagation observed on Twitter so that it generated data exactly as Twitter would
except without the mentioned gaps.
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2.2.1 Degree Distribution
To accurately simulate Twitter we needed to first understand the distribution of nodes
within the network. Work done by Myers et al. suggests that the distribution of the out-
degree of US users follows a power function with the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles being
4, 20, and 89 respectively. These values differ by several orders of magnitude from those
seen in our data (see Table 2.1). This discrepancy is consistent up to the 95th percentile
in both datasets until the very largest nodes, which are of similar proportions. Our papers
covering different images of the Twitter network is a likely explanation for this observation.
The data collected by Myers et al. represents a snapshot of the entire network at the time
it was written. The data used in their paper includes active and inactive users alike.
Our research focused on users that were active within two weeks of data collection. The
difference between the statistics of the entire network vs the active section is staggering as
the vast majority of nodes seen in our real world data fall within the top 95th percentile
of all nodes in the Twitter network. This variance implies that much of Twitter consists
of small dead nodes.
If these dead nodes are uniformly intermixed with active nodes then the distribution
of the degree of nodes in our simulations should match the description in Myers et al.
If, however, these nodes are not generally connected to the active section of the network
then we must design our simulations to more closely align to what we observed in our
Twitter dataset. To make this determination we sampled followers of the users in our real
world data. The resulting distribution of their degrees very well aligned with the data we
observed from Twitter indicating that the degree of nodes in our simulations should as
well.
2.2.2 Network Generation
Without access to a powerful cluster of machines the full Twitter network is too large to
be simulated efficiently. To keep run-times within reasonable time frames our simulations
were limited to 100,000 nodes. We generated our networks by first creating every node and
internally specifying an exact number of followers and an approximate number of folowees.
We calculate a node’s followers and folowees by sampling a random value from [0, 100]
to use in Equation 2.1. Values for followers and folowees are both generated from this
equation, but each uses a different set of constants; a = 15.267, b = .065, c = 150 and
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a = 24.548, b = .059, c = 250 for followers and followees respectively. At the lowest values
the equations yield a smaller number of followers than folowees until a threshold is reached
and this is reversed. This is in keeping with both our findings on the relative degrees of
nodes and the findings of Myers et. al.
F = ae−bx + c (2.1)
Once the distribution of followers and followees has been calculated for every node,
they are each assigned an approximate clustering value. The assigned value is the desired
clustering value for a node once all the edges have been generated. Drawing again from
the work done by Myers et. al we know that a node’s clustering value is dependent on its
degree as nodes of smaller degree tend to be more tightly clustered with their neighbors.
With this process we are able to create a set of nodes each knowing their expected in/out-
degree and clustering values such that they closely mirror Twitter. Edges for the network
are generated by Algorithm 1 (located at the end of this chapter).
The edge generation algorithm incrementally assigns followers to nodes until there are
no longer any nodes that need followers. At the start of every iteration our model selects
follower candidates from one of three groups: all nodes exactly two steps from the current
node, all nodes that the current node follows, or the entire network. The first option causes
the generation of clusters within the network and is selected with a probability equal to
the expected clustering of the node currently being evaluated. Nodes with higher expected
clustering will more frequently select followers from this set. The expected clustering of a
node n is given by Equation 2.2. The second option represents the likelihood that a node
will follow people who are already following them. Selecting nodes from this group will
increase the mutual degree of the network. The smallest nodes in our network are set to
each have a mutual degree of around 50% of their out-degree. This value scales down to





From the selected candidates we preform a weighted choice to determine who should
follow our current node. The weight generated for each node is equal to the proportion of
its current in-degree compared to the value we expect it to attain after all the edges are
generated. As nodes follow others they become less likely to be selected again.
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Percentile 25% 50% 75% 95%
In-degree 372 713 2138 6848
Out-degree 227 543 2150 7491
Table 2.2: Statistics for the in and out degrees of our simulated dataset.
Many efficiencies were developed for this algorithm in an effort to decrease computation
time while having no impact on results. The most time expensive operation throughout
the process was to compute the neighbors and intersections of multiple nodes; these steps
are taken only when necessary. For example, we postpone validating that a candidate is
not already following the node we are evaluating until the selection has already been made.
It is more efficient in the long run to allow all possible connections and retry if an invalid
choice is made than to filter choices and remove the chance for duplicate connections.
We also avoid checking the effect that connections will have on a node’s clustering unless
absolutely necessary. Table 2.2 shows the percentiles of in/out-degree for our generated
network which we observe are comparable to the values in our Twitter data.
With all of our edges and nodes generated we created a network of 100,000 nodes that
closely resembles Twitter in both degree and clustering distribution. By sending tweets
through our simulated networks we generated our own complete sample data in significantly
larger quantities than was available through Twitter’s API.
2.2.3 Tweeting in the simulation
After either a randomly or intentionally selected node injects the first tweet into the simu-
lation it propagates in a series of iterations. Within each iteration there exists independent
lists of the nodes that have tweeted, nodes that have seen the tweet but not yet tweeted,
and those that have not had contact with a the tweet. We generated a probability of
tweeting for every node in the second list given by Equation 2.3. Nodes in the first and
third lists cannot tweet.
Pn = Pbase ∗ dn ∗ spn (2.3)
The equation contains three main factors that influence a user’s likelihood to retweet
a message. The first being a base probability shared by every node which represents the
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probability that any user will retweet without outside influence, Pbase. We also introduce a
decay factor d for each user so that the probability to retweet decays the longer it has been
since the last time the user saw the message. This decay resets every time a node that
a user is following retweets the message. The last factor sp, drawn from the bandwagon
effect discussed earlier, introduces social pressure. Users that see a message from multiple
sources are more likely to retweet it.
During every iteration each user decides if they are going to retweet based on their
own probabilities. Once each decision is made, those following users who retweeted are
considered to have seen the tweet and the lists are updated to reflect the new state of the
network. The cycle repeats until a termination condition is reached. We end these runs
when no additional users have retweeted in a specified number of iterations (we set this to
be 5). Once a run through the simulation network is complete the path the tweet takes is
recorded and properties of the nodes involved are analyzed.
Tuning the Simulation
The balance between the base probability that any user retweets and the social pressure
they exert on the network is highly sensitive. Simulations show that even slight changes to
either of these values can dramatically impact the way the network operates. Runs where
the base probabilities were set too high or too low resulted in either the tweet rapidly
spreading over the entire network, or never being retweeted at all. Decreasing the social
pressure variable caused tweets to grow logarithmically until a portion of the network
relative to the base probability had tweeted. When the social pressure was set too high we
saw explosive growth generated from just a few users tweeting. Once this began the entire
network was quickly consumed as every node rushed to jump on the bandwagon. Through
careful adjustments of both parameters we created a system where users were able to exert
significant influence on those around them but were not able to drive the entire network.
We arrived at the values given below where r is the number of iterations since the decay
has been reset for a node and s is the number of sources a node has seen the tweet from.









Influence in our simulated runs was measured with the same method employed on our
Twitter data. Since simulated data provided access to the complete network structure
we were able to identify cliques and directly measure their contributions. To do so we
first located groups of nodes that appeared close to the large spikes in the retweet rate.
Employing Eigenvector Centrality, Expected Force and CPM we determined how central
these nodes were in our network and the structure of the subgraphs surrounding them.
CPM is exponentially expensive to compute with respect to the number of vertices
so we only performed the algorithm on the set of nodes we identified within influential
areas. We applied CPM on those areas for progressively smaller k values to better define
community structure. Since communities are independent of the network outside of their
own respective subgraphs this allowed us to understand the characteristics of the groups
of nodes directly linked to increasing message propagation without having to analyze the
entire network. We filtered out any groups of nodes that were not well clustered and then
compared the centrality and force of nodes in the remaining communities to a random
sampling from our network. The difference between these sets defines the characteristics
of influential and non influential groups.
Using message propagation data to identify influential communities prevented us from
detecting these clusters before messages spread through the network. However, we designed
an algorithm to preemptively identify important communities by highlighting areas in
a network with properties similar to influential communities in our simulations. These
communities are characterized by a high Expected Force, Eigenvector Centrality and being
well clustered. Through this process we were able to provide insight on which network areas
are the most influential when the only available data is the network’s structure.
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Data: Nodes each given their expected in/out-degrees and clustering values
Result: Complete network with all edges generated
1 while There are still nodes who still need followers do
2 for n in Nodes do
3 if n does not need a follower then
4 continue
5 end
6 r = newRandomFloat;
7 choices = Nodes− n;
8 if r ≤ n.expectedClustering then
9 choices = n.getTwoStepConnections
10 end
11 if r > mutualProbability then
12 choices = n.getIsFollowing()
13 end
14 choice = weightedChoice(choices);
15 if choiceIsValid(choice) then
16 choice.follow(n)
17 else




Algorithm 1: The algorithm iteratively assigns followers to nodes based on a
weighted choice which is more likely to select candidates that are furthest from the
number of nodes they are expected to follow. At the start of every iteration it is
randomly decided that candidates will be pulled from one of three groups. These
being: the whole network, all nodes exactly two steps from the current node, or all
nodes that the current node follows (the current node being n in algorithm). The
larger the expectedClustering or mutualProbability the more likely their respective




Through the application of methods described in the previous section we determined how
to detect influential communities and their relative importance. When we pulled our data
from Twitter we observed regular times where the rate that a message was retweeted
would drastically increase (see Figure 3.1). Determining the causes of these points was our
initial focus. In this section we first establish that these inflection points can be caused
by tight knit communities. We then generate simulation networks and verify that they
accurately capture the same activity as we observed in our Twitter data. Through these
simulations we identify characteristics common to influential communities in the generated
networks. Finally, We create an algorithm that leverages the identified characteristics to
locate influential communities in new networks. To justify our algorithm we demonstrate
that prioritizing spreading messages to areas we identify generates higher message visibility
when compared to individual nodes with high centrality/force.
3.1 Detecting Influence
We first wished to establish the relative influence of groups and individuals within Twitter.
Using the method discussed in section 2.1.2 we determined which properties were common
to nodes surrounding spikes in retweet rate. Previous work indicates that there should be
a weak correlation between these spikes and the out-degree of nodes around them. In the
following sections we preform analysis on both our real world data and our simulations.
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Figure 3.1: Sample traces from our Twitter data.
Since we designed our simulation to mirror Twitter we expect to see similar results when
the same analysis is performed on both datasets.
3.1.1 Real World Data
A sample from our Twitter data, depicted in Figure 3.2, illustrates the number of followers
for users contained in a tweet’s life cycle (left) and the number of times the message
was retweeted (right). There are clear inflection points where propagation significantly
increased indicating that the tweet encountered an area in the network with a high degree
of influence. At t ≈ .9 we see a node that is an order of magnitude larger than any other in
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Figure 3.2: A sample tweet from Twitter. The number of users who have tweeted (right)
and the corresponding number of followers for the tweeting nodes (left).
this set, however it appears to have very little effect on the message propagation. Instead,
we find that the two spikes in retweet rate are located near a group of significantly smaller
nodes at t = 1.5 and a different large node at t = 2. While the nodes at t = 1.5 are
larger than average we often refer to groups like these as “small nodes” as we are generally
comparing their influence against that of the largest nodes in the network.
Influence of Degree
We sampled sets of consecutively tweeting nodes from our data and preformed a Spearman
correlation test to compare the out-degree of the user with the most followers in each
set to the rate at which tweets propagate immediately after. The results, illustrated in
table 3.1, demonstrate the expected weak correlation (p < 0.05 for all values) between the
maximum size of nodes and retweet rate. As nu was increased, meaning each set included
more users, we observed a higher correlation between the two variables indicating that
processing small nodes generates noise and that extracting only the largest nodes yields
a cleaner signal. This supports the conclusion arrived at by other researchers that the
out-degree of individual nodes plays a small role in determining influence.
To differentiate between the influence of the largest nodes and clusters of smaller ones
we log-normalized our follower data. The groups of nodes we analyzed with the Spearman
correlation test are larger than average thus our analysis with the maximum value included
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Degree nu = 5 nu = 10 nu = 25 nu = 50
tr = 5 .0321 .0462 .0477 .0532
tr = 30 .0307 .0382 .0346 .0490
tr = 60 .0263 .0336 .0323 .0482
tr = 120 .0342 .0403 .0360 .0571
tr = 5 .0176 .0271 .0342 .0331
tr = 30 .0169 .0228 .0292 .0329
tr = 60 .0126 .0185 .0248 .0284
tr = 120 .0209 .0266 .0320 .0387
Table 3.1: Spearman correlation coefficient comparing different nu and tr values using the
maximum (top) and log-normal average (bottom) follower value for each window. nu and
tr control the number of consecutively tweeting nodes we observe per window and the
duration (min) that we record the retweet rate respectively.
any correlation due to these groups and from very large nodes. Log-normalization rescales
the largest nodes to be much closer to the average, thereby negating their impact on
the correlations. We have, in essence, subtracted the effect of single large nodes from
our previous measurement. Any remaining correlation is largely due to groups of smaller
nodes.
Although the correlations based on log-normalization are slightly weaker for all values
of nu and tr than when using the maximum, the fact that a positive correlation still exists
implies that groups of smaller users tweeting together does impact message propagation.
If this were only a property of extremely large nodes we would expect correlation values to
drop near zero. These results indicate that while single large nodes can have an impact,
large increases in retweet rate are also found near groupings of nodes with smaller degrees.
Group Closeness
We have validated that groups of smaller nodes tweeting together can lead to an increased
retweet rate, but we have not yet demonstrated any relationship between these users. We
once again sample window pairs from our runs to capture the effect of cliques spreading
the tweet among themselves, but we alter the time window to begin with the first tweet
in its corresponding user window. Comparing the average shortest path between every
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Figure 3.3: Graph of the average shortest path length for each window overlay with the
number of retweets.
pair of nodes in the subgraphs found in each user window to the retweet rate in their
corresponding time window revealed how tightly knit the nodes contained in these groups
were. Due to Twitter data limitations there are many nodes that are disjoint from the
rest of our network since we were unable to collect the complete connection data. If we
encounter disjoint nodes in our windows we defaulted to a value equal to the maximum
diameter found across all subgraphs. As the maximum diameter was not significantly larger
than the overall average, this assignment allowed for subgraphs with few missing paths to
still have a low average path length while ensuring subgraphs with mostly missing paths
did not. Figure 3.3 illustrates the averaged diameter overlay with the number of retweets
for one of our traces. We clearly see that the average path length falls sharply at both
of the inflection points indicating at those times the tweet was spread through groups of
closely connected nodes. Table 3.2 shows the overall correlation between average diameter
and the retweet rate.
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Shortest Path nu = 5 nu = 10 nu = 25 nu = 50
tr = 5 -0.146 -0.162 -0.162 -0.169
tr = 30 -0.228 -0.257 -0.255 -0.268
tr = 60 -0.251 -0.283 -0.282 -0.296
tr = 120 -0.280 -0.315 -0.318 -0.333
Table 3.2: Spearman correlation between average diameter and retweet rate.
These correlations are significantly stronger than those we observed when comparing
the out-degree of nodes. The negative correlation demonstrated here, along with the our
results from analyzing the out-degree of nodes, provides sufficient evidence that influential
groups not only exist within the Twitter network, but that members of these groups are
closely connected to one another. Our next step would be to observe the network structure
within these groups, but this analysis proves to be impossible due to the missing sections
in available Twitter data. We leverage simulations to account for these gaps.
3.1.2 Simulation Data
Figure 3.4: Sample run from our simulations detailing retweet rate (left) and follower count
(right).
We repeat the analysis done using real world data in the previous section with our
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simulated network to confirm we have accurately recreated the characteristics observed
within Twitter. Figure 3.4 represents a sample run from our simulations with the number
of retweets (left) and followers (right). Just as with the data from Twitter there are clear
inflection points where the retweet rate spikes suddenly.
Any retweets that occur within the same iteration do not have an order as they occur
simultaneously within the system. We are able to assigning a random ordering without
distorting results since each iteration contains few nodes and there a large number of
iterations for each run. It is also not possible to assign an exact amount of real world time
that each iteration represents so the values of tr instead denote the number of iterations
each window r contains. We can estimate an iteration/time conversion by comparing the
number of users contained in the average iteration to the length of time it usually takes
an equivalent number to tweet in Twitter. On average we observe 100 users tweeting per
hour and that an iteration contains 3 to 4 users. From this we approximate 25 iterations
to be one hour of real time.
Table 3.3 outlines the correlations between both the maximum and log-normalized
averages of degree and retweet rate for our simulations. As with our Twitter data, these
results demonstrate that out-degree plays a small role in determining influence in our
simulations for both groups and individuals. When compared with the results from the
previous section (see table 3.1) we observe that although increasing both tr and nu has
more impact in our simulations than with the Twitter data the two measurements generally
agree. This indicates that while out-degree is slightly more of a driving factor in our
simulations it is not significantly more powerful than in Twitter. Table 3.4 details the
relationship between diameter and retweet rate in our simulations which also closely agrees
with our findings using Twitter data.
Having validated that our simulation data provides a reasonable match for our ob-
servations on Twitter, we can justifiably use simulated runs to extract and analyze the
properties of influential groups in our network.
Importance of Clusters
To prove that clustering has a major impact on message propagation we tested the rate
at which messages spread in two networks: one with Twitter-like clustering and one with
clustering significantly lower. To generate a network with much lower clustering we removed
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Degree nu = 5 nu = 10 nu = 25 nu = 50
tr = 5 .0328 .0377 .0624 .0918
tr = 30 .0363 .0434 .0709 .1019
tr = 60 .0373 .0460 .0777 .1129
tr = 120 .0380 .0436 .0749 .1162
tr = 5 .0105 .0289 .0469 .0716
tr = 30 .0134 .0252 .0535 .0750
tr = 60 .0163 .0247 .0592 .0741
tr = 120 .0193 .0255 .0591 .0732
Table 3.3: Spearman correlation between our simulation out-degree, for both maximum
(top) and log normal average (bottom), and retweet rate.
Shortest Path nu = 5 nu = 10 nu = 25 nu = 50
tr = 5 -.1057 -.2891 -.4694 -.4169
tr = 30 -.1347 -.2528 -.3350 -.3504
tr = 60 -.1634 -.2470 -.3926 -.3415
tr = 120 -.1930 -.2557 -.3912 -.3321
Table 3.4: Spearman correlation between our simulation retweet rate and average diameter.
lines 8-10 and 11-13 in our edge generation algorithm (1). Any network generated from
this modified code has randomly assigned edges but still retains a Twitter-like distribution
of degrees. Message propagation is expected to be proportionately lessened since the
clustering has been significantly lowered across the entire network. To validate, we recorded
a set of 1000 runs through both our original simulation and the random network and
then compared the number of times the messages were retweeted. Due to the low base
probability of tweeting it was extremely likely that the initial message would never be
retweeted in any given run. To avoid uninformative results we required there be at least
one retweet in each run.
As expected, our results in table 3.5 show significantly fewer retweets in the random
network. Without the ability for groups of nodes to influence those around them a critical
component of the driving force behind message spread was lost.
Additionally, we compared the clustering of nodes in a tweet’s life cycle to the rate of
message propagation. Figure 3.5 depicts the maximum clustering value in every iteration
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and the retweet rate of the message. Even when only the max clustering from each iteration
was observed we achieved a noisy, but accurate, representation of the retweet rate. Across
1000 runs the Spearman correlation coefficient averages to 0.796 with p << .05.
Figure 3.5: The average clustering value found in each iteration (right) compared to the
(smoothed) rate the message propagates (left). Despite noise the peaks in retweet rate are
clearly defined in the clustering.
We established that well clustered groups of nodes exist both in our simulation and
real world data and that these clusters contribute significantly to message visibility.
3.2 Cluster Properties
Finding influential clusters when we have access to the retweet rate is trivial. Simply
isolating nodes that appeared around the same time as spikes in the retweet rate gave us
Retweets 25% 50% 75% 85% 95%
Clustered 2 3 5 12 90
Random 2 2 2 3 4
Table 3.5: Comparison between the number of retweets in a random network and a net-
work where Twitter-like clustering is enforced. The probability of retweeting is calculated
identically for each network. Each run was required to be retweeted at least once.
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a set containing all of the relevant clusters. We identified areas of the network containing
influential clusters by when the number of nodes tweeting in an iteration crossed a set
threshold. We defined three thresholds for the number of tweets per iteration: one high,
medium and low, set to 9, 7, and 5 respectively. The low threshold was set to catch even a
mild spike in tweets while the high threshold only triggers from the largest. To determine
what differentiates these nodes in our identified areas from the rest of the network we
compare their Eigenvector Centrality, Expected Force, and network structure to random
samples from our simulations. The dataset for this analysis was 100 simulation runs, where
each was required to have at least 700 retweets.
3.2.1 Clique Percolation Method
Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force are good metrics to apply to entire networks;
however, they do not guarantee that groups they identify are well clustered. Since these
metrics operate by measuring the out-degree of nearby nodes they will indicate areas around
single large nodes as influential. While this may be true, these areas are not the focus of
this paper as we wish to analyze only well clustered groups of nodes. To accomplish this we
generated subgraphs by sampling sets of nodes found around the spikes in retweet rates.
All nodes with fewer than 3 neighbors in their set were removed and the neighbors of all
remaining nodes were added. CPM was performed on each of these subgraphs at varying
resolution, or k. For every spike in retweets identified we sampled a random grouping of
nodes in our dataset for comparison. From this we determined the most common structure
found in both random samples and our clusters.
CPM k = 3 k = 4 k = 5
Communities - Window 901 191 10
Total Nodes - Window 3.39e5 8915 163
communities - Random 190 16 0
Total Nodes - Random 12945 123 0
Table 3.6: CPM for the nodes found in areas near spikes in retweets. For values larger
than k = 5 there were no communities found. The total nodes represents the number of
total nodes (including repeats) found across all 100 runs contined in communities of size
k.
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Table 3.6 illustrates that across our dataset there exist multiple large communities for
3 ≤ k ≤ 5. We find these communities are not nearly as common in random samples as
they are within our selected windows. While a large k = 3 community would likely be
a sufficient definition for a well clustered group, we employ a stricter measure for greater
accuracy. We take any region around a spike that contains a k ≥ 4 community larger than
22 members to be an instance where the spike in retweets was caused by an influential
community. After filtering communities seen more than once across our set of runs this
definition yields around 70 distinct clusters, as reflected in table 3.7, containing a total
of approximately 3000 nodes, or ≈ 3% of the total network. We use these clusters in the
following calculations for Centrality and Expected Force.
Nodes per Community 25% 50% 75% 95%
k = 3 10 60 517 2177
k = 4 9 22 50 173
k = 5 5 8 13 21
Table 3.7: Breakdown of the nodes contained within each k community
3.2.2 Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force
Calculating Eigenvalue Centrality and Expected Force provides a representation of how
central nodes are purely based on their network location. Using the clusters identified
during the previous section we compared averages of both these values to a random sample.
Our results, shown in Table 3.8, determined that the nodes contained within the windows
have a slightly higher centrality, but have a significantly larger force.
The range of the values returned by both of these calculations is highly dependent
on properties of the network being analyzed. Variables such as network size and degree
distribution cause large fluctuations in results. For example, the highest force in the sample
network at the beginning of this paper was 4.5, but here we see values many orders of
magnitude larger. This causes centrality values for any node to indicate influence relative
to other nodes in the network. Since the centrality of our important nodes is only half
a standard deviation above average, we can discard it as a measure of influence in favor
of using their Expected Force which is almost two full standard deviations larger than
average.
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Node Location Centrality - avg Force - avg Centrality - σ Force - σ
In Clusters 2.95e−3 7.16e9 - -
Random Sample 2.01e−3 2.12e9 2.1e−3 2.35e9
Table 3.8: Average for the Eigenvector Centrality and Expected Force measurements.
With these results we have identified that influential communities are more well clus-
tered and have higher Expected Force than the rest of the network. While this distinction
was generated with the use of time dependent data, we were able to work backwards to
identify influential communities in a network without this data.
3.3 Community Identification
Our research culminated in the identification of influential clusters without the use of time
based information. That is, we created an algorithm to identify influential communities
within a network based only on its structure. When applied to a fresh network our al-
gorithm operates in two steps. We first generate a set of all nodes with Expected Force
greater than 2 standard deviations above average. Any nodes with fewer than 2 neighbors
in this set are removed to filter out isolated outliers. The set is then extended to include the
neighbors of all remaining nodes yielding multiple connected components representing our
candidates for influential communities. We apply CPM to these candidates to determine
which ones contain the required structure which, in the previous section, we determined to
be at least 22 nodes in a k-clique community where k ≥ 4. Removing any communities that
do not follow this requirement creates the remaining set of well connected communities.
We rank these communities by the summation of the Expected Force of their nodes.
To test that spreading messages to communities with the highest rankings maximized
message visibility we created a fresh network with an additional node, N . As we wish to
show that our algorithm preforms for even average sized users the out-degree of N was
chosen to be 450. Two sets of 1000 simulations were run with N as the initial tweeter. For
the first set of runs we connected N to nodes contained within communities we identified
as influential. For the second set N connected to 450 nodes whose Expected Force were
closest to the average displayed by nodes in our clusters, not including those that were
identified by our algorithm. In a third set of 1000 simulations N was removed and instead
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Retweets 25% 50% 75% 85% 95%
Algr=1 3 5 24 73 464
EFr=1 3 5 12 22 121
Rndr=1 2 3 5 8 42
Algr=10 19 46 237 551 1231
EFr=10 16 33 156 416 985
Rndr=10 16 25 149 483 1150
Algr=100 207 405 886 1220 1801
EFr=100 209 433 868 1183 1747
Rndr=100 199 406 898 1218 1969
Table 3.9: Percentiles for the number of times a message was retweeted. Alg, EF , and Rnd
denote our algorithm, nodes with Expected Force two standard deviations above average
and random start nodes respectively. r is the minimum number of retweets required for a
run to be counted.
random starting nodes with an out-degree of 450 ± 50 were chosen. For all three sets we
specified different minimum levels of retweet, r, to determine where our algorithm is most
effective. The results are displayed in Table 3.9.
Clearly our algorithm has the greatest impact when the minimum number of retweets
is kept small. For r = 1 we observed that our algorithm outpaces both the random set
by a factor of 10 and the average Expected Force set by a factor of 4. The comparisons
between the results of our sets implies that combining our identified network structure and
Expected Force generates better recommendations than either do separately.
As the number of retweets increased beyond 100 the impact of our algorithm begins to
diminish. We might expect that if our model makes messages propagate more efficiently
to start then it would have a corresponding effect later in a tweet’s life cycle. We do not
see this to be the case which implies that at large numbers of retweets our algorithm does
not have significant impact on message growth. That is, our algorithm is very effective in
stimulating early message propagation, but after a point the network structure surrounding
the initially tweeting node matters little as the effects from the rest of the network dominate
the retweet rate. Our results demonstrate a working algorithm, based only on network




In recent years Twitter has become one of the largest online social networking platforms in
the world making it a valuable resource for anyone seeking to spread a message. Billions
of dollars are spent annually on social media marketing indicating the prevalence of these
platforms. In this paper we have shown that by exclusively analyzing Twitter’s structure
it is possible to increase message visibility and therefore presence on the network.
We began by discussing that Twitter follows the two-step methodology for information
diffusion. Through related works we know that communities dedicated to specific topics
exist and that these communities are interconnected. We also know that some of these
communities exist solely for the purpose of receiving and spreading information. Messages
propagate through these communities via retweets by bouncing from user to user. In this
way information flows from one active community to another instead of directly from a
central source.
The Bandwagon Effect informed us that communities could generate rapid message
propagation. This effect causes individual group members to influence each other in the
form of social pressure and implies that nodes which are more centrally located within
groups will have significantly more influence than those on the fringe.
Through analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of other models of influence on Twit-
ter we identified a gap in the current literature concerning an applied network analysis.
User based models weakly attribute influence to out-degree, but mainly to resolve that
influence begets influence. Models that take into account the content of tweets arrive at
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a similar conclusion while also being able to point out several key features of tweets that
influence propagation, such as URL usage, hashtags, and mentions. Both methods show
promise; however, neither is able to provide a complete definition of influence.
To fill this gap we analyzed the network structure of Twitter. By collecting data through
the Twitter API we first reaffirmed the notion that out-degree only weakly corresponds to
influence for both groups and individuals. We then displayed a much stronger correlation
between the average diameter of recently tweeting nodes and tweet propagation. The
results implied that clustered groups of nodes tweeting simultaneously were located near
increases in retweet rate. Due to API restrictions this was the extent to which our analysis
on real Twitter data was able to proceed.
We extended our data by generating simulation networks that modeled Twitter in both
degree and clustering distribution. These simulations were proven to accurately mirror
Twitter as we again demonstrated a weak correlation of retweet rate to out-degree, and
stronger correlation to the distance between recently tweeting users. We learned from these
results that many spikes in retweet rate are likely caused by groups of well clustered users
all tweeting together. Building upon this we leveraged our simulation data to validate
that clustering, specifically, was a main driving force behind message diffusion as lowing
clustering of the network severely crippled message propagation.
Using Eigenvector Centrality, Expected Force, and CPM we identified the properties
of influential clusters. We concluded that nodes in these clusters had significantly larger
Expected Force and were contained within large clustered communities. Working in reverse
we applied those properties to identify clusters in new networks. Finally, we developed a
general purpose algorithm that can be applied to entire networks or subgraphs. This
algorithm generates priorities for connecting to sections of the graph when striving to
increase message visibility. After testing the algorithm on a newly generated network we
found that our algorithm primarily increased the rate at which tweets propagate early
in the tweet’s life cycle while its effect diminished at higher numbers of retweets. Even
with the diminishing effect, we confidently conclude that our research allows us to more
efficiently spread messages through our Twitter-like networks.
The generation of this class of algorithm has immediate implications for message prop-
agation in social networks. Many entities benefit from the ability to jump-start a tweet
and quickly spread it through a network making this work highly valuable in political and
advertising spheres. Moreover, this research provides a method for groups to push their
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agendas by leveraging the influence of echo chambers. Recent events in the United States
such as Russia spreading misinformation to influence the 2016 election and the outbreak
of measles due to the anti-vax movement clearly demonstrate the potency, and danger, of
manipulating social networks in this manner.
4.1 Weaknesses
Research based on the Twitter network, such as this thesis, suffers from a difficulty in
obtaining large amounts of relevant data. Correspondingly, the largest threat to the validity
of this paper is the lack of a concrete proof of its real world application. While we show
significant supporting evidence that our model will hold up in practice, with our current
resources we are unable to fully test its abilities.
This lack of real world data also makes it difficult to completely justify the accuracy
of our simulations in recreating the Twitter network. While the fact that our analysis
on both real world and simulation data produces similar results is generally convincing,
this is not completely satisfying. A more in depth look into our choices for the values of
social pressure and base probability is called for. The spread of opinions on generic social
networks is well documented, but insufficient literature exists on the these factors within
Twitter to make entirely informed choices.
It is not trivial to say that even with the available data the exact algorithm we developed
would be directly applicable to Twitter. There almost certainly exist slight differences
between our simulations and the Twitter network that would cause our methods to require
fine tuning. However, it is highly improbable that our premise is far off base. Slight
adjustments to the parameters we search for when identifying influential communities,
such as the optimal k-clique substructure and Expected Force, would likely be necessary.
4.2 Future Work
Our algorithm clearly shows promise in theory so the most immediate addition that would
benefit this research is to directly apply our algorithm to Twitter. As our algorithm is
designed to locate areas of networks where tweets are likely to spread rapidly it is most
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useful in identifying these locations before tweets spread to them. There is no guarantee
that any small areas analyzed will be active thus it would be vital to cast a large net and
cover as much of the network as possible. This would require another snapshot of Twitter
as was done in the paper by Myers et al. This then causes the issues discussed earlier
where work is limited by Twitter’s API restrictions. Any attempt at this would require
the use of multiple twitter accounts to simultaneously pull information through the API.
Integrating our method with related research after applying it to Twitter would be
another possible course of action. For example, a combination of our predictions based on
network structure with the content model of Suh et al. and the understanding of individual
users given by Meeyoung Cha et al. could provide a powerful model. Each of these
components contains a subset of what defines influence in Twitter and the combination
thereof would assist in identifying any additional missing pieces.
One such missing piece of current research is the effect of bridge nodes in connecting well
clustered communities. It was discussed earlier that many topic specific groups in Twitter
are connected by individuals whose interests overlap with each group. Identifying the role
that these users play in spreading messages could further the understanding of how tweets
spread to different communities. A measure of betweenness in nodes connecting clusters
we have identified here would likely be a strong starting point.
Our research highlighting the influence of communities, combined with related works
detailing how these communities tend to be comprised of like-minded users illustrates that
the conditions within Twitter allow for echo chambers to form and gain influence over the
network. Echo chambers are thought to have played a significant role in the spread of “fake
news” during the 2016 US election and our research validates this possibility. Applying
our work to Twitter could help to identify areas of the network that facilitated the spread
of misinformation and thereby provide insight on how to prevent it in the future.
Further studies into the network structure of Twitter are certainly warranted. As others
test new clique detection methods and models of influence we believe that this thesis will
prove a solid branching point into the ever expanding field of social network research.
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